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▶ Makes use of multiplexing

▶ Multiple logical streams over same logical connection
▶ Better congestion control
▶ Makes better use of TCP with bandwidth saturation
▶ Less bandwidth consumption due to header compression

https://www.rfc-editor.org/rfc/rfc7540
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Head of line blocking1

1Head of line blocking

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head-of-line_blocking
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▶ Implemented on top of UDP

▶ Uses UDP port numbers
▶ Implements re-transmission, congestion control among others
▶ Logical streams similar to HTTP/2

▶ In-order
▶ Reliable
▶ Different streams can be out-of-order

▶ Flow control
▶ Fast handshakes (0-RTT and 1-RTT)
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▶ Multiplatform Pipeline based multimedia framework

▶ Bindings for various languages
▶ Allows building complex media processing workflows
▶ Some applications

▶ PiTiVi (Video Editor)
▶ amaroK, Banshee, Clementine (audio players)
▶ Empathy (VOIP and video conferencing)
▶ GstLAL (gravitational wave data analysis)
▶ Rygel (DLNA streaming server and renderer)
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Simple pipeline

gst-launch-1.0 videotestsrc ! autovideosink
gst-launch-1.0 audiotestsrc ! autoaudiosink



Media pipeline2

2Dynamic Pipelines

https://gstreamer.freedesktop.org/documentation/tutorials/basic/dynamic-pipelines.html?gi-language=c
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